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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 
This report provides background information in support of an application for a Zone Change by James Keating 

Construction (2004) Limited on lands identified as Blocks 19, 21 and 22, Registered Plan 61M-227.  The subject 
lands are located in the northwest quadrant of Fergus Urban Centre within the Beatty Hollow subdivision.  Block 

19 is currently zoned Institutional (IN) and Blocks 21 and 22 are zoned Open Space (OS).   

 
The Beatty Hollow subdivision was granted draft plan approval in February of 2013.  Since that time, the entire 

draft plan has been final approved and registered in 3 separate phase. 

 

In 2017, Grace Christian Fellowship church determined that the lands they owned exceeded their needs and a lot 
line adjustment was completed in 2017 wherein the southwesterly portion of their property was conveyed to 

James Keating Construction Limited.  This parcel was identified as Block 19 on Registered Plan 61M-227 being the 

third phase and final of the Beatty Hollow registration. 
 

Subsequent to the registration of the final phase of this plan, the Township determined that they did not need to 

hold title to Blocks 21 and 22 on the plan.  These blocks are located at the westerly end of the subdivision.  

These lands were to accommodate a temporary watermain lop and a temporary/emergency access between Rea 

Drive and Farley Drive.  This access will not be required when the Sorbara development is completed. 

 

See Figure1: Location Plan. 
 

 

 
FIGURE 1:  LOCATION PLAN  
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2.0 SITE ANALYSIS  

 
2.1 Existing Conditions 

 
The lands subject to this zone change are currently vacant and have been graded and serviced as part of the 

registration of Phase 3 of the Beatty Hollow subdivision. 

 
2.2 Surrounding Uses 

 

Abutting Block 19 are agricultural lands to the west, Grace Christian Fellowship Church to the north, Farley Park 

to the east and future single detached residential to the southwest.  Across Rea Drive, the lands are zoned for 
on-street townhouses.  

 

Block 21 is abuts the Sorbara residential subdivision and Block 22 abuts lands zoned for apartments and on-street 
townhouses.                                                                                                                                                            

  

3.0 DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL 

 

Block 19 of Registered Plan 61M-227 will be developed with 14 cluster townhouse units.  Access will be provided 

from Rea Drive.  Figure 2 shows the proposed design for the cluster townhouse development. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 2: CONCEPT PLAN 
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Part of Blocks 21 and 22 (now Parts 2 and 3 on Plan 61R-21550) will be added to and consolidated with Block 15 

of Registered Plan 61M-227 and will form part of an apartment development to be constructed on Block 15.  The 
City will hold an easement over all of Block 22 that contains a watermain loop and will provide 

temporary/emergency access between Rea Drive and Farley Road.  This access will not be required once Rea 
Drive has been developed within the adjacent Sorbara subdivision. 

 

The remaining parts of Block 21 and 22 (now Parts 1 and 4 on Plan 61R-21550) will be added to Block 16 of 
Registered Plan 61M-227 and will be developed as part of the on-street townhouses that are to be constructed on 

that block. 

 

 
    FIGURE 3: BLOCK ADDITIONS
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4.0  PLANNING AND POLICY FRAMEWORK 

 
This section reviews provincial and municipal policies and guidelines that have been considered as part of 

the overall analysis of the site development of this property.  
 

4.1 Provincial Statutes  

 
4.1.1 THE PLANNING ACT 

 

The Planning Act R.S.O. 1990, and c.P.13, establishes the ground rules for land use planning in Ontario 

and describes how land uses may be controlled, and who may control them.  

Section 2 sets out matters of Provincial Interest and notes that any decisions must have regard to these 

matters.   

 

 Section 3 (1) of the Planning Act, establishes that policy statements may be issued by the Minister on 
matters related to municipal planning to deal with matters of provincial interest. 

 

Section 3(5) of the Planning Act states that in exercising any authority that affects planning matters, 
every group who exercises such authority shall be: 

 
• Consistent with the policy statement issued under 3 (1); and  

• Shall conform to provincial plans or shall not conflict with them. 

 

4.1.1.a)   Provincial Policy Statement 2014 

The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) was approved by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, by Order in 

Council No. 107/214.   

 

The Provincial Policy Statement is intended to promote a policy-led system that recognizes that there are 

complex inter-relationships among environmental, economic and social factors in land use planning.   

 

The 2014 Provincial Policy Statement reinforces and strengthens policies with respect to “settlement 

areas” being the focus of growth.  It also establishes the importance of “intensification” as an effective 

tool for managing growth within settlement areas. In this regard, the following specific policies are of 

some relevance to the subject proposal: 

 

1.1  Managing and Directing Land Use to Achieve Efficient and Resilient Development and 

Land Use Patterns 

 

1.1.2 Sufficient land shall be made available to accommodate an appropriate range and mix of land 

uses to meet projected needs for a time horizon of up to 20 years………..Within settlement 

areas sufficient land shall be made available through intensification and redevelopment and, 

if necessary, designated growth areas.  

 

RESPONSE: This zone change application is consistent with Section 1.1.2 of the PPS as it will result in 

the development of currently vacant lands by way of residential intensification through the creation of a 

14 cluster townhouse units and add additional area to an apartment site thereby accommodating a better 

and more efficient site development.  
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1.1.3 Settlement Areas  

 

1.1.3.1 Settlement areas shall be the focus of growth and development, and their vitality and 

regeneration shall be promoted. 

 

1.1.3.2 Land use patterns within settlement areas shall be based on: 

 

a. densities and a mix of land uses which: 

1. efficiently use land and resources; 

2. are appropriate for and efficiently use the infrastructure and public service facilities 

which are planned or available, and avoid the need for their unjustified and/or 

uneconomical expansion; and 

b. a range of uses and opportunities for intensification and redevelopment in accordance 

with the criteria in policy 1.1.3.3 where this can be accommodated. 

 

1.1.3.3 Planning authorities shall identify appropriate locations and promote opportunities for 

intensification and redevelopment where this can be accommodated taking into account 

existing building stock or areas, including brownfield sites, and the availability of suitable 

existing or planned infrastructure and public service facilities required to accommodate 

projected needs.  

 

1.1.3.4 Appropriate development standards should be promoted which facilitate intensification, 

redevelopment and compact form, while avoiding or mitigating risks to public health and 

safety. 

 

RESPONSE: The zone change application is consistent with Section 1.1.3 of the PPS as the subject 

property is located within the urban boundary of the Town of Fergus.  It will result in an efficient use of 
land and existing infrastructure. It will facilitate residential intensification on surplus institutional lands. 

  

1.4 Housing   

                                                                                                                                                                                             

1.4.3   Planning authorities shall provide for an appropriate range and mix of housing types and 

densities to meet projected requirements of current and future residents of the regional 

market area by:  

 

a) establishing and implementing minimum targets for the provision of housing which 

is affordable to low and moderate income households.  

b) permitting and facilitating:  

a. all forms of housing required to meet the social, health and well-being requirements 

of current and future residents, including special needs requirements; and 

b. all forms of residential intensification, including second units, and redevelopment in 

accordance with policy 1.1.3.3; 

c) directing the development of new housing towards locations where appropriate levels 

of infrastructure and public service facilities are or will be available to support current 

and projected needs; 

d) promoting densities for new housing which efficiently use land, 

resources, infrastructure and  public service facilities, and support the use of active 

transportation and transit in areas where it exists or is to be developed; and 
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e) establishing development standards for residential intensification, redevelopment and 

new residential development which minimize the cost of housing and facilitate compact 

form, while maintaining appropriate levels of public health and safety. 

RESPONSE: The zone change application is consistent with Section 1.4 of the PPS.  It will include a 
cluster townhouse development and maximize the design and density of the apartment site, thereby 
providing housing for a range of income levels.  Roads and services are available and adequately sized to 
properly service this development.  It maximizes the efficient use of land, resources and infrastructure. 
Recreational facilities in the form of a neighbourhood park is adjacent to the townhouse site and within 
easy walking distance of future apartments. 
 
1.6.6 Sewage, Water and Stormwater  

 
Planning for sewage and water services shall direct and accommodate expected growth or development 

in a manner that promotes the efficient use and optimization of existing municipal sewage services and 

municipal water services.  These systems are provided in a manner that can be sustained by the water 
resources upon which such services rely, is feasible, financially viable and complies with all regulatory 

requirements; and protects human health and the natural environment;  

 

Municipal sewage services and municipal water services are the preferred form of servicing for settlement 
areas. Intensification and redevelopment within settlement areas on existing municipal sewage services 

and municipal water services should be promoted, wherever feasible.  

 
Planning for stormwater management shall minimize, or, where possible, prevent increases in 

contaminant loads; minimize changes in water balance and erosion; not increase risks to human health 
and safety and property damage; maximize the extent and function of vegetative and pervious surfaces; 

and promote stormwater management best practices, including stormwater attenuation and re-use, and 

low impact development.  
 

RESPONSE: The zone change application is consistent with Section 1.6.6 of the PPS.  The subject 
lands will be developed on full municipal services and the capacity in the municipal infrastructure is 
sufficient to accommodate this development.  A comprehensive stormwater management strategy has 
been created for the Beatty Hollow subdivision, to prevent increases in contaminant loads; minimize 
changes in water balance and erosion; not increase risks to human health and safety and property 
damage; and promote stormwater management best practices.  
 

The proposed development of the subject lands is consistent with the policies set out in the 

2014 Provincial Policy Statement.   
 

4.1.2 PLACES TO GROW ACT, 2005 
 

This legislation creates the legal framework necessary for the government to designate a geographic area 

of the province as a growth plan area and subsequently to develop a growth plan for that area. It 
enables the government to plan population growth, economic expansion, and the protection of 

environmental and agricultural land.  

4.1.2a) Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, 2019 

The Plan applies to the area designated by Ontario Regulation 416/05 as the Greater Golden Horseshoe 

Growth Plan Area.  All decisions made after May 16, 2019 in the respect of the exercise of any authority 
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that affects a planning matter will conform with this Plan subject to any legislative or regulatory 

provisions providing otherwise. 

 

The subject property is located within the “Settlement Area” designation of the Growth Plan.  The 

following specific policies are of some relevance to the subject proposal: 

 

2.2.1 Managing Growth 

 

Section 2.2.1.2a) notes that the vast majority of growth will be directed to settlement areas that: 

i. Have a delineated built boundary; 

ii. Have existing or planned municipal water and wastewater systems; and 

iii. Can support the achievement of complete communities 

RESPONSE: The subject lands are located within a settlement area with existing municipal water and 

wastewater services that are available and have capacity to service this development.   
 

2.2.6 Housing  
 

Upper- and single-tier municipalities, in consultation with lower-tier municipalities, the Province, and 

other appropriate stakeholders, will: support housing choice through the achievement of the minimum 
intensification and density targets; identifying a diverse range and mix of housing options and densities, 

including second units and affordable housing to meet projected needs of current and future residents. 

 

RESPONSE: The proposed zone change will add to the mix of residential within the Beatty Hollow 

subdivision by including a cluster townhouse units.   
 

2.2.7 Designated Greenfield Areas  
 

New development taking place in designated greenfield areas will be planned, designated, zoned and 

designed in a manner that: supports the achievement of complete communities. The minimum density 
target applicable to the designated greenfield area of each upper- and single-tier municipality is as 

follows: 

 

“Greenfield Density: the designated greenfield area of the County will be planned to achieve an overall 

minimum density of not less than 40 residents and jobs per hectare.” 

 
The minimum density target will be measured over the entire designated greenfield area of each upper- 

or single-tier municipality, excluding the following: natural heritage features and areas, natural heritage 

systems and floodplains, provided development is prohibited in these areas;  
 

RESPONSE: The approved draft plan of subdivision for Beatty Hollow achieved the density target.  

The proposed cluster townhouse development will result in approximately 60 residents per hectare 

thereby complying with the minimum density set by the County of Wellington.  The provision of 

additional housing on this property that will meet a range of incomes levels and age groups will assist in 

supporting a complete community. 
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3.2.6 Water and Wastewater Systems  

 
Municipalities should generate sufficient revenue to recover the full cost of providing and maintaining 

municipal water and wastewater system. 
  

3.2.7 Stormwater Management  

 

Municipalities will develop stormwater master plans or equivalent for serviced settlement areas that:  

 

• are informed by watershed planning or equivalent;  

• protect the quality and quantity of water by assessing existing stormwater facilities and systems;  

• characterize existing environmental conditions;  

• examine the cumulative environmental impacts of stormwater from existing and planned 

development, including an assessment of how extreme weather events will exacerbate these impacts 

and the identification of appropriate adaptation strategies;  

• incorporate appropriate low impact development and green infrastructure;  

• identify the need for stormwater retrofits, where appropriate; 

•  identify the full life cycle costs of the stormwater infrastructure, including maintenance costs, and 

develop options to pay for these costs over the long-term; and  

• include an implementation and maintenance plan.  

 

RESPONSE: The existing municipal water and wastewater services are available and have capacity 

within the systems to accommodate this development.   

 

The proposed development of the subject lands conforms with the policies set out in the 

2017 Growth Plan.   
 

4.2 County of Wellington Official Plan  

 
The 1999 Official Plan for the County of Wellington was approved by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and 

Housing on April 13, 1999 and came into effect on May 6th,  

 
The Official Plan for the County of Wellington designates the subject lands as being within the Urban 

System as an “Urban Centre”.  

 

Figure 4 below is Schedule A1-Township of Centre Wellington of the County Official Plan.  This plan 

shows the lands being within the Fergus Urban Centre. 

 

Section 3.3 provides objectives for growth. The following specific policies are relevant to the subject 

application: 

 

• to encourage efficient cost effective development patterns; 

• to take advantage of capacities in existing and planned water, waste water, utilities and 

transportation systems;  

• to encourage growth in urban areas; 

• to identify and promote opportunities for growth in the built up areas of urban centres through 

intensification and redevelopment where this can be accommodated, taking into account small 

town scale and historic streetscapes; 
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• to encourage more efficient use of land through increased densities in designated Greenfield 

areas of urban centres;  

 

Section 3.3.1 establishes a density target for Greenfield development of an overall minimum density of 

not less than 40 residents and jobs per hectare. 

 

RESPONSE: The approved draft plan of subdivision for Beatty Hollow achieved the density target.  

The proposed cluster townhouse development will result in approximately 60 residents per hectare 

thereby complying with the minimum density set by the County of Wellington.  The provision of 

additional housing on this property will result in a cost effective development pattern, taking advantage 

of existing infrastructure and will provide a choice of housing options within the subdivision. 

 

Section 4.4.4 is of particular importance to the subject application as it sets out policies for Greenfield 

Housing. 

 

“In greenfield areas, the County will encourage increased densities and a broader mix of housing and 

will: 

 

b) require new development to achieve densities which promote the overall Greenfield density target of 

40 persons and jobs per hectare and specifically: 

 

 i)   strive to attain at least 16 units per gross hectare (6.5 units per gross acre) in newly developing          

 subdivisions; 

 ii) somewhat lower densities may be considered in newly developing subdivisions where physical 

 and environmental constraints such as larger than normal stormwater management 

 requirements, parcel dimensions that do not yield efficient lotting patterns and the need for 

 transition areas from adjacent land uses, or on small parcels of under 2 hectares (5 acres); 

 iii) In (i) and (ii) above, gross hectares or gross acres means residential land excluding 

 environmentally protected features and non-residential uses (schools, convenience commercial) 

 but includes roads, parks, stormwater management areas or other utility blocks; 

 iv)  encourage the introduction of medium density housing types in new subdivisions and Greenfield 

 areas.” 

 

Section 4.4.5 speaks to affordable housing.  It is the policy of the Plan that a minimum of 25% of new 

housing units in the County will be affordable.  To this end, the Plan recognizes semi-detached, duplex, 

townhouse and low rise apartment units will provide the bulk of the affordable housing opportunities and 

these units will be located within urban areas with the appropriate level of servicing. 

  

RESPONSE: The proposed cluster townhouse development will result in a density of 25 units per 

hectare thereby complying with the minimum density set by the County of Wellington.  This cluster 

townhouse development is within the housing form targeted by the County as addressing housing 

affordability. 

 

Part 7 of the Official Plan addresses the Urban System.  It is noted that the urban system includes 

hamlets and urban centres. 

 

Section 7.3 notes that land use patterns in the urban system shall be based on: 
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• Densities and a mix of land uses, and 

• A range of uses and opportunities for intensification and redevelopment. 

 

Section 7.5 specifically establishes policies for urban centres.  Urban centres are expected to provide the 

greatest opportunities for growth within the county. 

 

Part 8 of the Official Plan sets out policies for Urban Centres.  The urban centres are to be the primary 

focus for housing, commerce, services, job creation, recreation and community facilities.  One of the 

objectives of the urban centre is to provide opportunities for an adequate supply and diversity of housing 

to satisfy the varied needs of the growing community. 

 

Section 8.3.3 notes that the predominant land uses in areas designated for residential development shall 

be single detached and semi-detached dwellings, although townhouses and apartments may also be 

allowed.   

 

Section 8.3.5 sets out policies for medium density residential development within areas of the Plan 

designated for Residential use.  The following criteria have been established for townhouses and 

apartments: 

 

• Medium density development on full municipal services shall not exceed 35 units per hectare (14 

units per acre) for townhouses or row houses and 75 units per hectare (30 units per acre) for 

apartments, although it may not always be possible to achieve these densities on smaller sites; 

• The design shall ensure compatibility with existing or future development on adjacent properties; 

• The site will provide adequate on-site landscaping and screening, on-site amenities, adequate 

parking and traffic circulation and proper stormwater drainage; 

• In Greenfield areas, medium density is encouraged to locate on major roadways and roads 

designed to serve an arterial or collector function, while on-street townhouses are allowed on 

local roads. 

 

RESPONSE: The proposed cluster townhouse development will result in a density of 25 units per 

hectare thereby complying with the minimum density set by the County of Wellington.  It will include 

adequate on-site landscaping and screening, on-site amenities, parking, stormwater drainage and is local 

on a local road. 

 

The proposed development of the subject lands conforms with the policies set out in the 

County of Wellington Official Plan. 
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FIGURE 4: WELLINGTON COUNTY OFFICIAL PLAN 
SCHEDULE A1 TOWNSHIP OF CENTRE WELLINGTON
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4.3  Township of Centre Wellington Official Plan  

 

The Ontario Municipal Board approved the Official Plan for the Township of Centre Wellington on May 31, 

2005.   

 

While the County of Wellington Official Plan establishes broad policies applying to the entire county, the 

Township of Centre Wellington has chosen to establish detailed planning policies for land use within their 

urban centres. 

 

The subject property is identified on Schedule A-1 as Residential.  Figure 5 is Schedule A-1 Land Use 

Plan. 

 

Schedule “C” of the Official Plan sets out general policies that apply to all development within the 

municipality.  The following specific policies are of some relevance to the subject proposal. 

 

Section C.4 of the Official Plan contains policies related to Ground and Surface Water Resources.  This 

section of the Official Plan speaks to “best management practices”, water quality indicators and 

groundwater management.   

 

Section C.5 of the Official Plan sets out policies related to housing.  These policies are similar to the 

County’s policies.  The Township encourages the production of a wide variety of housing types.  This 

section also sets out policies related to supply, affordable housing and residential intensification.   

 

Section C.6 of the Township Official Plan establishes policies for municipal services.  This section speaks 

to the need for full municipal services for development within the Fergus Urban Centre.  It sets out 

policies for water and sewer services, extension of services in a rational, cost-effective manner, sewer 

and water allocation, sanitary sewage collection and treatment, and water supply and distribution.   

 

Section C.7 of the Official Plan establishes policies related to stormwater management.   

 

Section C.11 established policies related to land use compatibility and Section C.12 sets out policies for 

parkland.   

 

Section “D” of the Official Plan contains detailed land use policies.  Similar to the County Official Plan, the 

Township’s Plan notes that the single detached home is currently the dominant housing type in urban 

centres and this is expected to continue.  It is also noted that new housing types are needed to provide a 

greater variety of residential accommodation, as well as a more affordable housing supply. 

 

Section D.2.5 addresses medium density development.  It states that medium density developments 

should not exceed 35 units per hectare (14 units per acre) for townhouses or row houses and 65 units 

per hectare (26 units per acre) for apartments. In addition, the OP states that the design of multiple 

residential developments with respect to building height, setbacks, landscaping and vehicular circulation 

must be compatible with existing or proposed development on adjacent lands. In order to conform to this 

policy, there must be adequate on-site landscaping to screen outdoor amenity areas and provide 

adequate buffering. There must be adequate on-site parking with each project and the grading of the 

properties must be completed in such a manner as to ensure that drainage is directed to public storm 

drainage facilities and not adjoining properties.  Multiple residential projects should be located on an 

arterial or collector road or directly accessible to such a road by way of a local street.  The development 

should not generate sufficient traffic to disturb the quiet and peaceful enjoyment of neighboring 
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residential uses located on the local street. Separate zones will be created for multiple unit residential 

development and the municipality should encourage such developments in newly developing areas. 

 

RESPONSE: The Township’s Official Plan policies for the urban areas are similar to the County’s 

policies and as such the response to these policies is set out above in Section 4.2 above.  In summary, 

the proposed cluster townhouse development will result in a density of 25 units per hectare thereby 

complying with the minimum density set by the Township.  It will include adequate on-site landscaping 

and screening, on-site amenities, parking, stormwater drainage and is local on a local road, directly 

accessible to Farley Road which is a collector road. Services are available and adequate to service this 

development.  The proposed land uses are compatible with the mixed density residential development 

that has been approved for this area. 

 

The proposed development of the subject lands conforms with the policies set out in the 

Township of Centre Wellington Official Plan. 
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                                                                                                                                                 FIGURE 5: TOWNSHIP OF CENTRE WELLINGTON OFFICIAL PLAN 
SCHEDULE A-1 LAND USE PLAN
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4.4 Township of Centre Wellington Zoning By-law No. (2009-045) 

 

Block 19 is currently zoned Institutional (IN) and Blocks 21 and 22 are located within the Open Space 

(OS) zone. 

 

A zoning amendment will be required to recognize the development of a cluster townhouse on Block 19 

(from IN to R3) and the addition of Part of Blocks 21 and 22 to the abutting Blocks 15 and 16 (from OS 

to R3 and R4). 

 

 

 

 
 

FIGURE 6:  TOWNSHIP OF CENTRE WELLINGTON 

ZONING MAP 66 
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4.4.1 PROPOSED AMENDMENT 

 

 

 
THE COPRPORATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF CENTRE WELLINGTON 

 

BY-LAW NUMBER 2019 - ___________ 
 

A by-law to amend the Township of Centre Wellington 
By-law 2009-045, as amended, to change the zoning of 

Blocks 19, 21 and 22, Registered Plan 61M-227. 

 

 

WHEREAS the Township of Centre Wellington deems it desirable to amend Township of Centre 
Wellington By-law Number 2009-045, as amended, pursuant to Section 34 of the Planning Act, 

R.S.O. 1990; 
 

NOW THEREFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE CORPORATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF CENTRE 

WELLINGTON HEREBY ENACTS AS FOLLOWS: 
 

1. Map No. 66 to Schedule “A” of the Township of Centre Wellington By-law Number 2009-045, as 

amended, is hereby further amended in accordance with the attached Schedule “A” which forma 

part of this by-law. 

 

2. All applicable provisions of By-law Number 2009-045, as amended, shall henceforth apply to the 
lands affected by this by-law. 

 
3. This by-law shall come into effect on the date of the final enactment pursuant to Section 34 of 

the Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990. 

 

 

READ A FIRST AND SECOND TIME THIS _____ DAY OF __________, 20__. 

 

 
                                                                                                 

 _________________________        __________________________ 

 Mayor      Clerk           
          

         
           

 

 

READ A THIRD TIME AND PASSED THIS _____ DAY OF __________, 20__. 

 
 

 
                                                                                                 

 _________________________        __________________________ 

 Mayor      Clerk           
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                FIGURE 7:  SCHEDULE “A” 

AREA OF PROPOSED ZONING AMENDMENT 




